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Benton Team Visits Windy City
Three Marshall-Wythe students
argued their way to the semifinal
round of the Benton Moot Court
Tournament, held last weekend in
Chicago. Bill Glover Tom Knauer
and Ellen Zopff represented the
school in the tournament ,
outlasting most of a field of thirtytwo teams and finishing in the top
four. The team described the competition as stiff, but seemed pleased by the reception of William and
Mary at the tournament. "William
and Mary is an acknowledged
power in Moot Court competition,"
said one team member.
The trip of the Marshall-Wythe
team to the semifinals was not
without its share of frustration and
twists of fate. After arguing
against Western State, a California school not associated with the
Virginia institution of the same
name, the team faced Villoanova's
team. Then the preliminary
rounds were over and the number
of teams was reduced based on aggregate scores from 32 to eight.
Our teams Survived this cut only
to face Villanova again, and then .
a third time inthe semifinals.
When the two finalist teams were
announced, neither Villanova nor
Marshall-Wythe was named. Two
Texas schools. who had argued
against each other in the semifinals , competed for the top position . . The trophy went to Texas

Tech . . Thus the team from
Marshall-Wythe was defeated
without ever facing a team that
was better than they were. Of
some solace was the fact that the
team outlasted teams from
schools such a The University of
Texas, U .N.C. and Boston
University.
The annual tournament fOCuses
on information and privacy law,

selecting a topic from the cutting
edge of the law in that area . This
usually involves an issue of first
amendment protecxtion of speech.
This year the problem invo!ved
whether the owner-operator of a
computer bulletin boarad could be
held liable for a defamatory statement posted on the bulletin board
by an anonymous author. " The
problem was very engrossing,"
said Tom Knauer, who was quick

to add, "I'll be perfectly happy if tor the trip to Chicago. The team
I never hear the words 'computer also noted appreciation for the
bulletin board· again as long as I . help of those students and faculty
who helped judge practice r!>unds
live. "
prior to the competition, and for
the assistance of Fred Lederer,
The team seemed satisfied with
who printed the team 's brief on his
its performance, and was
unanimous in its gratitude to personal computer printer. The
team all enjoyed the experience
Helen Cox, the member of the
Moot Court Board who handled the and the trip to Chicago. Voicing
logistics of the competition, in- their general approval, Ellen Zopff
cluding the travel arrangements murmured, " I love this city."

Legal Aid:
-an Alternative
BY KAREN ROSE '80
From the impressive and
unusual plumage seen around the
law school these days , I can tell
that the annual ritual of jobhunting has begun. Most students

knowledge and education can be
used to effect positive changes for
the poor.
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in law firms, where they will pass
much of their time in libraries and
offices researching for those who
have "paid their dues" by doing
the same monotonous thing when
they finished law school.
In contrast, students employed
by Legal Aid have the opportunity to interview clients and argue
in
court, in addition to writing
From left to right, the Benton Moot Court Team includes Tom Knauer,
complaints, motions, and briefs.
Ellen Zopff and Bill Glover.
Most important, law students and
lawyers who work with Legal Aid
are able to see first-hand how their

More Interviewers Coming

Placelllent Expands Services
Perhaps the most pressing issue
on law students' minds is employment. Clumps of students are often
gathered around the placement
bulletin board anxiously scanning
the interview lists for their names.
Despite their anxiety, most
Marshall-Wythe students do eventually find jobs. According to
Michael
Schoenenberger,
Associate Dean of Placement, for
the last three years 90% of the
third year classes were employed
in law jobs within six months after
graduation. Moreover, prospects
appear to be improving.
Schoenenberger reports that with
the general economic recovery
during the last two years, the tight
job market is easing up and law
firms are hiring more associates.
Although the job market in the
northeastern United States remains
competitive,
Schoenenberger states that
Virginia
and
the
other
southeastern states have a good
balance between supply and
demand.
Perhaps reflecting this trend,
Marshall-Wythe has experienced

a 15% increase in the number of
firms cOming here to interview.
Schoenenberger is optimistic
about the Third Annual Spring
Recruiting Conference, inspired
by the Atlanta Conference, to be
held this spring in Charlottesville.
While recognizing the importance.of on-campus interviewing,
Timothy J. Sullivan Dean of
Marshall-Wythe, is concerned that
students may not have a broad
understanding of what they can do
with the law. "Although your first
job can give you direction,"
Sullivan states, " that direction
may be difficult to reverse." In an
effort to help develop the Placement Program Sullivan picked a
faculty Placement Committee,
consisting of Michael Hillinger,
Jayne Barnard and Bernard Corr,
to work with the SBA Placement
Committee. These two groups met
earlier this year to get acquianted
and discuss strategy.
Larry Ka tz, Chairman of the
SBA Placement Committee,
reports that the groups are working 'on a number of projects
directed toward orienting the

perplexed job seeker. These projects include:
- A comprehensive three-year
program to assist students in
employment-related activities
throughout their law school
careers. This will be an on-going
effort.
- A handbook, co-written by the
SBA Placement Committee and
Dean Schoenenberger, offering
such things as interviewing tips, a
bibliography of placement
literature, and sample resumes
and cover letters. The SBA committee has written their portion of
the
handbook.
When
Schoenenberger completes his
portion, the book will be available
to students free of charge.
- A "road show" or mobile
placement office representing
Marshall-Wythe to law firms
across the country. This unit will
arrange for interviews in selected
cities, and may attract small to
medium-sized firms that are
unable to come here to interview.
~ A card file containing data
supplied by second- and third-year
students on their summer

employers.
- A reception providing an opportunity for first-years to meet
with second- and third-years to
discuss their job experiences.
Katz reports that in developing
these projects the - placement
committees are making good use
of last year's surveys, which
solicited students' preferences on
geography and areas of law. Asked about the folders which were
posted on the SBA window for collecting resumes, Katz reported
that the response to that project
was insufficient for a mailing.
"The idea was good, " he stated,
'but it was not thought out carefully at the outset."
Katz emphasized that although
the Placement Office should provide as much support as possible,
ultimately students have the
responsibility for finding their own
jobs. Katz encouraged students to
come to placement committee
meetings in the SBA office on
Tuesdays at 2: 15. "If people want
to do more than complain," he
stated, "they should show up. "

I spent my first two summers in
law school working for the Eastern
pctal

Aid Center. The first summer, I interned for the Virginia Farmworkers Legal Assistance Project.
About half of my time was spent
visiting labor camps and talking
with migrant farm workers. When
I was not at the camps, I wrote letters to the Department of Labor
and public health officials about
the uT\conscionable housing and
minimum wage violations that
face the farmworkers. A year
later, I returned to the Shore and
observed, with a sense of satisfaction, that these conditions had improved, slowly but surely, as the
issues confronting the workers
'Were brought to light by Legal Aid.
Last summer, I worked for the
neighborhood Legal Aid office on
the Eastern Shore. I had the opportunity to interview clients, write
complaints, motions , and briefs,
and to argue cases in the Juvenile
and Domestic Relations, General
District, and Circuit Courts. The
cases on which I worked ranged
from domestic issues to consumer·
complaints, hOUSing disputes to
wills. I was not merely researching for another lawyer: I was
directly participating in many
types of cases.
Since Legal Aid offices provide
services for low-income people only, salaries for interns and attorneys are lower than those offered by most law firms. But I
made enough money upon which
to live in comfort, and the benefits
parctical
experience,
of
knowledge, job satisfaction and
personal growth make the pay-off
more than worth it. I look forward
to a career with Legal Aid, and encourage others to work in a Legal
Aid office during and after law
school.
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Viewpoint

by Scott Sheets '86

Marshall-Wyth. School of Law
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T .Munford Boyd
1899-1985
T. Munford Boyd, Professor Emeritus at the University of Virginia School of Law, passed away recently. As
we gird our loins for finals, and as the class of '87 struggles through that last terrible weekend of brief-writing,
take a moment to consider the achievements of this professor from our neighbor school.
Born in 1899, Boyd graduated from U. Va's law school
in 1922. He proved himself to be a good enough lawyer
that at the ripe age of 25 he became a district court judge.
Soon he joined Virginia's law faculty.
Boyd'~ specialty was Virginia Procedure, that infernally complicated, nuts-and-bolts system running the
Commonwealth's legal machinery. It is not an easy body
of law, as students of M-W's own able Judge Zepkin know
all too well. Boyd knew Virginia Procedure as thoroughly
as any other lawyer alive. Among his many publications
'were two revisions of Burks Pleading and Practice, a
thick tome, now outdated, which some Virginia attorneys
considered as indispensable as the state code. Some older
Virginia practitioners still swear by Boyd's edition of
Burks.
Boyd retired in the 1970 after teaching several
generations of lawyers. So the next time you grit 'your
teeth, tear your hair, and feel like abandoning the law,
remember the story of T. Munford Boyd - who had been
-blind from the age of three.
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In less than a week, the voters
of Virginia will decide who their
next governor will be - Democrat

Gerald Baliles or Republican
Wyatt Durrette. As several
political commentators have
noted, perhaps the major difference between the two candidates is the political party labeL
Both candidates claim to be fiscal
conservatives having no plans for
raising taxes. Boths say they are
tough on crime, committed to an
improved transportation system,
and dedicated to bettering
Virginia's education system. Both
candidates, in essence, allege they
are politically conservative. Yet
Baliles chooses to run as a
Democrat and Durrette claims the
Republican banner.

.

Nationally, the candidate bearing a Democratic label is generally moderately liberal whereas the
Republican candidate is generally moderately conservative. Such
generalizations, however, do not
apply in. Virginia and other
southern states where the state

Democratic Party does not always
conform to the national
Democratic Party philosophy. For
example, the current Democratic
lieutenant governor Dick Davis is
generally perceived as liberal; the
current state Democratic Party
chairman, Richard Bagley, is conservative. Such dichotomy does
not exist in the Republican Party
(of Virginia or nationally) where
the general philoS{)phy is
moderately
to
less-thanmoderately conserative.
Is it necessarily bad for Virginia
to have a Democratic Party of
such political diversity? In my opinion it is. The conservative
Democrats in Virginia are trying
to pursue a lost cause. Nationally,
the Democrat Party has for
several years been the liberal party believing that an increased role
of government in citizens' lives
will solve society's problems. Such
a philosophy is not compatible
with Virginia conservative
Democrats' views, yet for historical reasons those sa,me

Democrats
cannot
bring
themselves to align with the
Republican Party espousing virtually the same political views
they do. So instead of allowing both
political parties to grow in Virginia
, (the Democrats by freeing the
I state party to become more liberal
and the Republican Party by increasing its ranks and viability,
conservative Democrats continue
to stifle the political atmosphere in
Virginia by delaying the
inevitable.
4
How can voters remedy this
situation? With Virginia's system
of nomination by convention, rank
and file party members are
generally unable to choose
nominees. So, the only way to persuade the Democratic party in
Virginia to get off the fence is for
liberal Democratic voters to
realize that they have no true candidate for governor this year. They
should register their protest by
either voting for neither candidate
or by voting for Durrette. At least
his political philosophy is in tune
with that of his national party
nationally.

The Crank Column

Nonsense on Stilts
My friend called me Friday
night from the Philippines to tell
me that she has resigned from the
Navy , and in the course of the conversation, she related to me an incident concerning one of her
female seamen (sic). In Manila on
Monday protesters burnt Uncle
Sam in effigy. What connects these
three?
" Anyone who professes to take
rights seriously, and who praises
our Government for respecting
them must have some sense of
what that point is. He must accept,
at the minimum, one or both of two
impOrtant ideas. The first is the
vague but powerful idea of human
dignity. This idea . .. supposes that
there are ways of treating a man
[sic) that are inconsistent with
recognizing him as a full member
of the human community, and
holds that such treatment is profoundly unjust. "
My friend is the communications officer at a remote communications station in the Philippines. Although when she reported
for duty her commanding officer
informed her that he preferred to
have man doing her job, she buttoned her lip and went to work. She
'has about 350 men and women
working for her, and sometimes
the problems she deals with may
seem bizarre.
For example, she deals daily
with the efficiency costs incurred
by her seamen's repeated absence
due to venereal disease. The Navy
is running VD clinics "downtown" ,
i.e. off-post, to combat this problem (your tax dollars at work).
Nonetheless, in an Asian country
where people sell their female
children into prostitution in order
to survive, VD remains a fact of
life that is .pretty much taken for .
granted. She told me that a
favorite practice among the GIs at
the moment is having sex with
14-year-old girls and taping the
proceedings with their home video .
cameras. As one of the characters
in the moYie "The Year of Living

Dangerously" remarked "Hunger
is a great aphrodisiac."
On the other hand, she says that
" This is the worst poverty I have
ever seen. There is no such thing
as medical insurance for the poor.
If you get sick and need medical
help you can't get it. You just die."
This is what the Filipino peasant
gets under the Marcos regime.
President Reagan dispatched
Senator Laxalt to the Philippines
just recently to tell Marcos about
his image problem. We should be
more concerned with our image
problem. The Filipino peasants,
and the protesters who burnt Uncle Sam in effigy in Manila, see
America as part of the reason
Marcos is still in power. Without
painting the issue on a broad international scale, think about how
Filipino families feel when GIs use
and discard their 14-year-old
daughters.
Maybe then the reason why
.. there is no future in the U.S. Navy

for a female communications officer becomes clear. Once you embrace the notion that there are
"ways of treating a man that are
inconsistent with recognizing him
as a full member of the human
community," the philosophical
distinctions between her and the
Filipino women becomes an issue
that not all of the government's
forced affirmative actions here at
home can overcome.
" The second is the more
familiar idea of political equality.
This supposes that the weaker
members of a political community are entitled to the same concern
and respect of their government as
the more powerful members have
secured for themselves ... (T)he
~vasion of a relatively important
nght must be a very serious matter. It means treating a man as
less than a man, or as less worthy
of concem-than other men. The institution of rights rest.. on the con·
Continued on Page Three.
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by Doug Klein '87

Toxic Torts

However, when read backwards,
the message sounds remarkably
like : 'Noisic Ed Noitrob A Ehtre
Voc Ot Hguone Daor Bsi, Des Ab
Revewoh, Y Cavirp Ott Hgire Ht,"
which, of course is Classical
Ethiopic for " I'd reaally like to go
with you to your pledge dance, but
the man with the eyebrows is coming to drink Dr. Pepper with the
Devil. " · The " man with the
eyebrows" referred to in this ancient demonic incantation is none
other than the Second Circuit's
very own Learned Hand.
Learned Hand. Seems like a
strange name for a human being,
huh. Pretty big eyebrows for a
mere human. But we just say,
" Hey, he must be human, I mean,
he went to Harvard Law School
and everything." Lest we forget
that it is written in the Book of
Brandeis, Chapter XXVII, verses
19-21: " Bewareth thou the one
fromst the north who bearth much
hair upon his eyes. He shall come
and eateth of thine nachoes and
travel hither. But he shall rise
again and taketh vengence on
those who gaveth his heartburn ."
So, next time you read an opinion that makes no sense whatsoever, just remember, it's the
devil's work.
Next Week : Heavy Metal
Bonanza: Oz, Priest, Maiden,
Crue, and Cardozo

tion of the Constitution .. . " Sound
troversy has surrounded the pretty vague and innocuous, huh .
possibility of satanic and demonic Well, look again. Take the first letmessages in rock music. Ap- ters of the words in this phrase (t,
parently, researchers have found m, b, n, s, f, 0 , 0, t, p, 0 , c, w, I, a ,
backward masked messages in 0, i, f, t, b, w, a, s, p, 0 , t, c). Those
rock lyrics. For instance, the line very letters were found to the the
" I want to party all night, " when fIrst letters of another message inplayed backwards soundS distress- scribed on the walls of a temple in
ingly close to " Satan might be my the pagan city of Ninevah. That
mailman." Well, needless to say, ancient message read: "The m~n
this whole controversy is a load of being named Satan flies over Ohio
hooey. More dangerous is the fact to play only chaos with laws and
that tIfe satanic-lyrics-in-rock- order, invading faith to bite
music scandal was manufactured women and spend pesos on tight
as a smokescreen to protect the clothes." The intended meaning of
true contmunicators of Lucifer in Footnote No. 4 is obvious. Many
this world. That's right, the true other cases refer to this passage.
source of demonic messages is Take the case of United States v.
something that has been suspected Budzuna, 666 F .2d 666, for inby respected theologists and law stance. If read backwards, the opistudents for years-judicial nion reads , " Number 4 . . .
Number 4 .. . Number 4... "
opinions.
The Roe v. Wade opinion is
The most notable example of a
satanic message in a judicial opi- literally chock full of denomic
nion is the infamous Carolene Pro- references. Justice Harry Andrew
ducts Footnote No.4. Justice Blackmun (5-6-8, which if added
Harlan Fiske Stone (the number of together equals 19, and 19 is the
letters in his name : 6-5-5; Stone number of thE! volume of the Enwas from New York, which was cyclopedia Britannica which inthe 11th state ; therefore, 655 + 11 cludes sections on both witchcraft
and Sir Christopher Wren, the
= 666; also, 6 + 5 + 5 = 16; 1 + 1
= 2; 16 + 2 = 18 ; 18 = 6 + 6 + 6, most noted metal-head of his day)
or 666) wrote: "There may be nar- authored the opinion. The opinion
rower scope for operation of the states : " The right to privacy,
presumption of constitutionality however based, is broad enough to
when legislation appears on its cover the abortion decision. " Pretface to be within a SoeciflC Drohibi- ty scary when just read forwards.
In recent weeks, much con-
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Fair Notice
Masquerade Ball
Whileall of you are wrapped up
in the brief, your studies, or the job
hunt, your SBA continues in its
ceaseless search for diversions
and general fun . The next event is
the Masquerade Ball, Saturday
Nov. 9 at Trinkle Hall from 9 PM
to 1 AM. Among the attractions
will be The Part-Time Blues Band,
10 kegs of beer, and the sight of
your fellow students exercising
their considerable creative talents
outside the classroom. No, you
don't have to dress up to come to
the party, but the SBA strongly encourages you to unleash your
"real " self on the law school.

The best costumes in a variety
of categories will receive prizes.
The firs t 200 persons to purchase
tickets will also receive a free m
ask . Wear the mask " as is " or
decorate it as you wish. The SBA
will award prizes for the most
creative decoration of a mask . As
with the Pig Roast, buy your
tickets in advance, since the social
budget is in precarious condition.
Tickets·will be on sale next week
for $4; they cost $5 at the door.
Where else can you pay only $4 for
a live band, unlimited beer (and
soda ), and the funkeist costumes
in the Burg?

Greensboro Film
The Marshall-Wythe Chapter of the National Lawyers Guild will
present 88 SECONDS AT GREENSBORO, a PBS film about the Klan
riots that resulted in several deaths in Greensboro North Carolina a
few years ago. The Klan members involved were found not guilty ' of
murder, but the families of the victims subsequently filed wrongful death
suits in civil court.
Following presentation of the film , Lewis Pitts will be the guest
speaker, Mr. Pitts, an attorney and a member of the NLG, represented
the estates of the deceased victims in the civil trials . The program will
be held Thursday, Nov. 14, at 7 p.m. in Room 119. The event is free and
open to the public.

-

Crank. Column
Continued from Page Two.
viction that it is a grave injustice,
and that it is worth paying the incremental cost in social policy or
efficiency that is necessary to prevent it. "
This is from Ronald Dworkin's
book, Taking Rights Seriously.
Finally, my friend related an incident concerning one of her
female seamen, an electronic
technician. The seamen's security clearance needed an update,
and Naval Investigative Service
agent showed up to question her.
Seems he wanted her to take a
polygraph test because he had

heard a rumor in California that
she might have been involved with
another woman . She refused to
take a polygraph test, but consented to a search of her room .
The agent, with my friend as a
witnessing officer, then searched
the seamen 's room and read all of
her personal letters - in an effort,
I guess, to discover her true sexual orientation.
Isn 't it comforting to know that,
in the interests of national security, the military will not tolerate deviant sexual practices?

Eyestrain, shot nerves, and missing Federal Reporters signal that appellate advocacy students are putting the finishing touches on their
briefs. Photo by Andrea Caruso.
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John Charles Tho~as, the newest member of the Virginia Supreme
Cpurt, recen.tly addressed Marshall-Wythe's first-year class . Photo by
Lee Bender.·
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Women's Football

Class Action Returns in Triumph
Donna Larsen raced 32 yards for
a dramatic fourth-quarter
touchdown to lead MarshaHWythe's Class Action to a 14-12-victory over previously unbeaten TriDelt. The victory placed Class Action all alone at 2~ in the women's
football league. In a ll likelihood
the only team to possibly stop
Class Action could be MarshallWythe 's own Learned Hands .
The key to Class Action's success is based in large part on a
defense tha t would make Tom
Landry proud. Assistant coach
Phillip Lingafelt has installed a
freewheeling , gambling defense,
similar to tha t used so successfully by the Dallas Cowboys. Like the
Cowboys, Class Action is blessed
. with many outstanding athletes.
The defensive line is anchored by
Yvonne Griffin, Terri Reicher,
Cathy Wirth and Kathy Burroughs. The front four have accumulated numerous sacks in
making life miserable for opposing

terception" Verdeyen at the cornerbacks. Helen Cox and Donna
Larsen have also starred a t the
safety position.
Donna Larsen quarterbacks an
explosive Class Action offense.
~ receiving corps is blessed with
All-Pro caliber receivers in Helen

Cox , Marie DueSing , Jill
Verdeyen, and Erin Sheehey .
Yvonne .Griffin at center has
mastered the shotgun snap, while
the blocking back positions have
been ably manned by numerous
athletes.
The special teams have sparkled due to the tremendous kicking

of Hel~n Cox. Assistant coach Ted
Fauls has also returned to lend his
football expertise to the squad.
While Professor John Corr was not
able to be lured out of retirement
to join the coaching staff, Class Action has managed to remain
undefeated. Another possible
assistant coach in Robert Leflar

declined to join the squad based on
numerous choice-infl uencing
considerations.
The next Advocate will profile
the other outstanding law school
team , Learned Hands . Check
above the hanging files for signs
announcing games of both these
fine squads.

quarterb~cks .

Alison Vadnais and Alison
BradnElr have played superbly at
the linebackef position and a re
both noted for their outstanding
blitzing a bility. TI}e defensive
secondax:y is very solid with
speedy Marie Duesing and Jill " in-

Clas~

Action retw:nell from last yea r with a thrilling 14-12 victory over
a Trl-Delt squad m the last three minutes of play.

The Learned Hands women's football team opened their season with
a loss on Tuesday .

Fauls, Bender Prevail in Men's .Singles
As the days shorten and the
leaves begin to litter the tennis
c.ourts, t he 1985 MarshaU-Wythe

Tennis Tournament, sponsored by
Delta Theta Phi, is finally drawing
~o a close. Although rain, injuries,
Illness, interviewing, and even
moot court competi'tion have
delayed the final matches in the
men's doubles, women's singles ,
and mixed doubles events, Ted
Fauls, in a rematch of last year s
final, defeated 1984 Defending
Cha mpion Terry Kilgore for the
Men's A Singles title with a score
of 3-6, 6-4, 6-3. In the Men's B
Singies Final.
First year Lee Bender defeated
Donnie (Mudhen) Lascara , 6-3,
6-{).

In the coming days , Anne Bugg
will face Diane Mazur for the
Women's Singles title ,. Hugo.

Blankingship and Mark Semisch
fa ce J im Hoffman and Tom
Knauer for the Men's Doubles title, and Anne Bugg and Scott
Clearwater will meet Mary Munson and Roger Carter for the Mixed Doubles title. Dates, locations
and results of these matches will
be posted in the lounge and
reported in The Advocate as they
become available .
Commenting on the 1985 tournament, Co-Chairpersons Andrea
Car uso and Jerry Kilgore stated :
"This tournament ran the best
ever ; m~ny of the m atches were
real close, giving the players more
enjoyable game. Almost everyone
was responsible and· enthusiasti~
a_bout ' pla~g their m a tches on
ti.me, and the tournament was
especially successful in help~g
students, especially those new to
M-W, to find fellow tennis players.

Jerry Kilgore

Ted Fauls

Striking Out __________'J';_e_n_n_I_·s_T_ou_rn_e--=y_ _ _ __
F'o otball
....
The Forty Seven Bottles triumphed in their first gam e of the season
with a stunning 1-0 overtime victory. Led by their inspirational
quarterback, Neil Kessee, the Bottles proved that a football field was
no place for Sensitive Men. The
dedicated Forty Seven Bottles Fan
Club also deserves praise for the
hear twarming suppOrt they gave
to the team .
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I nvites All Law Student s
Marshall-Wythe's men's softball teams failed .to capture the men's 1softball croWD !his year. ~ft, the Mud Hens lost to Pi Kappa Alpha
m the Playoffs. RIght, Ayr Connelyngus lost in the semifinals to a Lambda squad. Photos by Andrea Caruso. .
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t o a HALL01 :-:' "7N PARTY
Tonigh t, Oct. 31 f rom 9-?
$2 , admission/ f ood & beer

